Thermal Imaging for Commercial/ Institutional Roofing‐ As Easy as 1 ‐ 2 – 3
By Kim Beattie, Certified Level 2 Thermographer

While it’s true that the process of producing meaningful infrared thermal moisture survey reports can
be categorized into three basic steps (Imaging, Verification & quantification), this process requires a high
level of infrared thermography knowledge and experience to produce results that are accurate and
meaningful to the decision maker(s). Owning a thermal imaging camera does not immediately qualify
the user as a “certified thermographer”. Does being an owner of a set of Snap‐On tools instantly qualify
you as a “certified automotive mechanic”? Both require appropriate training by recognized “training
entities” and specific experience in their field.

Step 1‐ Good thermal images (in focus, good angle with proper parameters set on thermal imaging
camera). 1a‐ Properly “tune” the images (Certified Level 2 Thermographer). 1b‐ Analyze/ evaluate the
thermal images (Certified Level 2 Thermographer).

Step 2‐ Verify the findings using “capacitance testing”. Outline on the roof surface and document the
areas confirmed to contain moisture.

Step 3‐ Take core samples as required to “quantify” the moisture and to identify the roof assembly and
substrate type.

That’s all there is to it!
If your thermographer is following ASTM 1153‐10 (2015)‐ “Standard Practice for Location of Wet
Insulation in Roofing Systems Using Infrared Imaging”, this information will always be included in their
reports.
Infrared thermal imaging for commercial & institutional roofing can be extremely valuable to the
decision maker(s). Get the “real picture” before making your decision.
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